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I wore anger like a uniform, pulling on the gas mask 

of order, stepping across hot piles of ex-tradition 

I released my fear, a flamethrower spitting fire 

from one rectangular shelf to another, chronicle of 

crinkling charred spines, dust choking my senses with disintegration 

blasting the past away, burning dangerous imaginations 

to ground pepper, no one afraid of a sneeze 

or chipped paint or cracked shelves 

library reduced to whispers of sour breath 

soft ash and my temper is riled, drilled 

to believe, be lied to, danger, the curled remains, 

labored breath, worker bee stings history, erase evidence 

replace intellect with absence, create and un-make out of rage 

 





A.) Concoct Key Gush Run 

1.  Things said in the heat of passion should be about passion itself. 

 

Pulse on the memory of the ruins, including 

lunch, is an economic downturn in light, dis- 

add fragrance for two nights’ shell colour of 

eggs wasted no racing pulse, signs of sexual 

exploitation of a second DNA sample from 

God, the word earthquake & Roy's team 

reports that the biggest threat for the 

surprise appearance, residential flex ice 

shell credit. 

 

Bright interference table conference hotel 

wing one loop-wed hole, starting point bar stool 

line pedal power has a negative effect to limit 

dust stealing dinner, little hope that the 

expectation under the different forms of 

plastic bag dispend pleasure, slope shadow 

rebellion, but the man-bag, earrings. 

 

On the front of the box with fake plastic eyes 

and a yellow oil in the nervous sweats, full 

confidence in the modeling of flow, too much 

emphasis, on the screen over his shoulder 

in a blanket, blue eight squared, that has no off street 

trick is how to protect sunflare crisis of 

confidence on the red carpet on a line drive to 

use ink, mist blindered. 



 

Manager button from the point of fire in, both 

variables are calculated based on the oil slick 

into the pronunciation of light wood 

unprecedented in danger of salt, we reported 

that headaches are difficult to understand the 

silence and reduce the curve of your body, to 

promote natural elm means to delay the 

separation of soft mobility, chin railroad, it is 

important that they re-examined the evidence. 

 

Scorpio is Iris honest, magneto-caloric, off the 

edge of the attic of the house to play the 

basic structure of activities of serious 

infectious dream upshift, cold winter 

vegetables, Palm Square, so greedy that the 

digital memory again the level of reliability of 

the barbarian language kite-motorized 

vertical press. 

 

Unsatisfied with the head in, primates carry 

heavy river flooding was granted, complete 

his desire mild sugar water fuel complex, ice 

cold for five pages, O.K., riling my fears tired of 

waiting waiting for a chance to put the 

interest, the Government support is crucial to 

the sunset provision in the budget of barley grass. 



 

The text of the birds singing at night 

unimaginable, a gravel area in front of the 

crack density, Mao Board of Knowledge can be 

unpredictable, man-hour casual hook now 

established as a negative reflection on the 

groaning error, torture movies – after 

crushing a kiss on the table, sad old specialty 

chemicals stored in a singular career, 

private lunch. 

 

Interpreted want to, know how to breed 

colonies cannot be postponed accidentally, 

disk space is perfect for claims incurred in the 

mining sector in local red thigh, so that an 

abnormal termination of a narrow cuff, stupid call. 



 

2.  White, white, you just might brown, brown run aground. 

 

Reduced incidence of tartar, traced back 

Mexican loan and secondary sexual 

characteristics of waste shells, which are easy 

to use, as shown at noon on unstable poles 

DNA missing pulse in ruins, he said, “the file 

can be found safer than a child, Lord,” for 

foreign snails’ crouch, improve housing 

condition for settlement. 

 

Limited environmental mapping, table leg 

dust butterfly wings with a margin of theft of 

blank optical ring-loop, latency of property 

loss of surface area, guide trap catalyst was 

not obvious, distorted Big Bear President’s 

nylon bag full of sound by the close coupling 

harsh shadows against accidental leisure. 

 

Harm street sun flare, blind trust tapes 

therapy, do not believe that the whore 

stigma crisis frosts re-display, the current 

tension in the eyes of my heart of stone, 

plastic weapons, octagon Magic Ink blue 

blanket, shoulders looking for food use 

despite the fog. 



 

Official seal of the significant opportunities to 

reduce changes in check, wood fuels, supports 

the Salt Festival, dangerous position is ready 

to increase its nothing-to-worry-about wave 

form of meat, nice and quiet street only, 

degum peace, full return to idle chink is 

urgent review. 

 

Diversity is a structure interchange, Scorpios’ 

magnetic wave, mechanics value upshift in 

the kitchen of your dream house in winter 

temperatures, lack of green roof, broach Palm 

Beach, accident investigation wide angle 

digital power bait right behind the cool lotus 

show time. 

 

Blessed are usually part of the money, from 

the next wave saw the kilometer, river odor 

information on land use in China, in the first 

place if they try to escape the edge of the 

area mending ink, anima producing a deep 

great interest in the status quo or, the extent 

of cash flows in a spirit of dawn to wait. 



 

Birds stop for inclusion in the brutal taste of 

the game, now is the lack of education, the 

content of the skin cracks in winter, and kiss 

the sand removed from,  the track does not 

expect crazy rooms beyond pain and 

unfortunately kohl, imbed kin swords, the 

dream of  freedom, even months he was 

a chemical company. 

 

Long legs and small income from abroad, the 

bright red version, before-call setup, the best 

solution, 'I think' the most impotent pressure. 

 



 

3.  When in doubt, cowboy out. 

 

On the ruins of memory and click, the global 

financial crisis, losing in the second night of 

dining high pulse day, colour skin sensual, 

please do not forget the egg, sexual 

exploitation and other DNA samples, God, 

team earthquake, the biggest threat to the 

ice, they used a credit card and life seems 

to be flexible. 

 

Accommodation Office Suite 1, activities in 

light of the loop, divorce and body-piercing 

electrical tape at the beginning of the cycle 

has a negative impact on border, powdered 

dinar, steal the hope that the expectations of 

various types of plastic bags’ happy slope, 

shadow breath rising, but many earrings. 

 

If other lamp, rote, beside confidences in 

the plastic yellow seat, focus on oil more 

nervous when modeling flow to the screen, 

shoulders, blue, eight square kilometers of land 

to protect the crisis-of-confidence tricks, 

street cloud of ink car sampler, blinded 

online red carpet. 



 

Two variables are first, calculated headache 

and gemmed delusion, hard to relax and your 

body naturally turns to the preparation of 

reports held in rooms as a risk, manager’s 

soft button on the oil slick on fire, as offhand 

R&R dumb overtrading, important new 

elements, to explore the dynamics of funding 

reduce the shine. 

 

I play the basic structure of serious skin 

disease in March, President Magnetokalorik, 

iris standing on the corner of the roof of the 

house, winter vegetables, upshift greedy 

security, digital media pause ovule sleep, 

keep pets in the median vertical, electric. 

 

Monkey does not meet the massive bleeding 

in the head office, ice, sugar, hot oil, cold 

water, the possibility of a complex retiling, five 

pages, a chance to represent the interests of 

the public afraid of getting tired of waiting for 

cawing budget for wheat grass, sunset. 

 

Text information on sand, man could not 

control breaking the peace, while the bird 

sleeps negative prediction error density, now 

movies rock torture—dark picture of the old 

shop specializing in one content, player is set 

to be broken by a kiss, private dining. 

 



Interpretation, want to know how the 

colony is not randomized, airy shave 

embedded hard disk space, the best 

area, claim to believe in adding and 

removing local deviations, sheaf 

narrow red. 

 



 

4.  She wiped her mouth with her sleeve, just like the Russians. 

 

Mexico bans DNA, secondary sexual 

characteristics in the frequency of finance in 

the government of dust, soil removed, but 

simply reduce the signal to the South Pole 

in the volatile find documents, and more secure 

for a child of God in improving management 

forms of housing, Kurd arch anemia. 

 

The legs have limited environmental mapping 

table, butterfly property empty command line, 

the catalytic surfaces do not mean to disturb 

the present, a clear bag nylon bag, cross for 

pleasure of a combination of strong noise 

full shadows, dust and air edge of the ring- 

wing identity theft. 

 

Al-Hamra Street unfair treatment and 

superstition, I do not think the mind's 

eye stone, the current recovery is a prostitute 

frost, pressure situations, plastic weapons, 

blue magic carpet, octagonal root crops 

though the fog arms. 

 

Dim pittance of an official seal to minimize 

potential change control, wood hit the craft 

festival is a place of salt increases more than 

in his matter-wave treatment of food, the 

roads are quiet and beautiful, in return for 



peace Dems market changes, quickly nap. 

 

Scorpions interchange, winter temperatures in 

Palm Beach go magnetic, structure of the 

diversity of mechanical cooling in enough 

money for food and a green roof Lotus, 

skiing accident investigation, sudden loss of 

the digital home to raise. 

 

Mend engine mania areas to secede from the 

edge of a blessing when trying to make 

money in a spirit of waiting, for the morning or 

substantial interest in this situation at first 

the river used China, buck iron country, 

money is part of a new wave of information 

to smell. 

 

Is the presence of wild birds, play in prisoners’ 

currently low level of education, preservation 

of the skin, remove the sand, kissing the cold 

numbers to describe the pain and crazy key 

in lieu, Ibiza, unfortunately, is not expected, 

and a dream for free even months, the 

company's chemical. 

 

Long and low, income from abroad, the 

version is the best solution in the red first leg 

I think, the main pressure. 

 

 


